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Samsung B5722 supporting two sim cards

Samsung launched a phone that supports two SIM-cards simultaneously. The Samsung B5722 has appeared
on the shelves. Interestingly, the first SIM-card supports quadband GSM / EDGE: 850/900/1800/1900
MHz, and the second - only two: 900/1800 MHz.

Feb. 5, 2010 - PRLog -- Samsung launched a phone that supports two SIM-cards simultaneously. The
Samsung B5722 has appeared on the shelves. Interestingly, the first SIM-card supports quadband GSM /
EDGE: 850/900/1800/1900 MHz, and the second - only two: 900/1800 MHz.

3G support in the handset is absent. The touchscreen phone has a 2.8-inch diagonal, QVGA-resolution (320
× 240 pixels) and displays at the same time 262 144 colors. Traditionally, the Samsung uses a proprietary
touch interface TouchWiz.
http://www.funmusic.in/
The device has software for access to social networks Facebook and MySpace. Multimedia functionality is
standard for modern phones: there is a MP3-player, FM-radio, as well as 3.2-megapixel camera with LED
flash. There is also support for Bluetooth. Slot for MicroSD memory card supports media up to 8 GB. The
battery capacity is 1200 mAh pm

Samsung electronics India has offered the handset at a price of Rs. 11680. Touchscreen phone Samsung
B5722 has Advance mobile tracking feature which helps users to identify the location of the Samsung Dual
SIM mobile.

Advance mobile tracking feature also helps to find location (gives a estimate radius in which the mobile is
located) where user is having mobile. In this way, it works as replacement for GPS.
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